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The situation of women

Negative social change : Women and vulnerable classes

Labor added to patriarchal order, Easily exposed to exploitation

-> Women’s struggle for right



COVID 19
The Impact of COVID-19 on Girls and Young WomenReport from UK: Corona blues are severe 

among low-income people and women



Korean War



Korean War
Jun. 25. 1950.

South Korea + UN(USA, UK, Canada, Türkiye, Australia, 
Philiphine, Thailand, Netherland, Colombia, Greece, New 
Zealand, Ethiopia, Belgium, France, South Africa, Luxemburg, 
Sweden Denmark, India, Norway, Italy) and other 60 countries

VS

North Korea + China, USSR(unofficial), and other 8 countries
(usually medical supports)

---> Substantial World War



Korean War

Hungary: 1. Medical support team: July 28, 1950.
N.K, Ministry of National Defense

à First actual support from socialist countries to N.K 
2. First support with Poland for war orphan of N.K
3. Other supports at Post-war restoration

à Support to N.K: MNDSz, Hungarian Women’s Democratic
Federation) 



Prior Supports to N.K’s Women and Children
à Women's International Democratic Federation



“That’s why I went”                 “Witches of the cold war”
                   (1953)                                       (2021)



Hungarian Women’s Democratic Federation

Supporting immediately after the outbreak of the 
Korean War with (Hungarian) National Peace 
Council

à fundraising campaign, sending cloths 
à Especially for N.K’s women and children

Sep. 3, 1951: First visit as a national organization
à The North Korean government only allows 
visits for 15 days due to air raids.



Documents related to the activities of 
Hungarian Women’s Democratic Federation

XIX-J-14(-a): Hungarian Embassy in North Korea

XIX-J-1-j 1950-1953 Észak-Korea: 
Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (TÜK-Top Secret)

XIX-J-1-k 1950-1953 Észak-Korea:
Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(Admin-general administrative matters)



-. Doc. No.: XIX-J-1-K, Észak_Korea, 1945-1964, 1 Doboz,
1951, 07955

-. Title: (Hungarian) Ambassador's Duties

-. Date: June 02, 1951.

-. Contents: Notification of the first cargo sent from
Hungary to North Korea by the Hungarian Democratic
Women’s Federation. A second cargo was also sent.

Documents related to the activities of 
Hungarian Women’s Democratic Federation



-. Doc. No.: XIX-J-1-K, Észak_Korea, 1945-1964, 1 Doboz, 1951,
41.szig.biz.pol.1951

-. Title: Presentation of Credentials.
Report on the presentation of credentials of
Pásztor Károly

-. Date: June 17, 1951.

-. Contents: When presenting his credentials, the new
Hungarian Ambassador mentioned the gift that the Hungarian
Democratic Women’s Federation sent to North Korean children.

Documents related to the activities of 
Hungarian Women’s Democratic Federation



-. Doc. No.: XIX-J-1-J, Észak_Korea, 1945-1964, 12 Doboz, 1951,
002377

-. Title: Entering the Recipient of goods sent to North Korea

-. Date: October 31, 1951.

-. Contents: Regarding cargos sent as support to North Korea
by the Hungarian Women's Democratic Federation, the
Hungarian National Peace Council, the Hungarian Workers' Party,
and the Hungarian Ministry of Health.

Documents related to the activities of 
Hungarian Women’s Democratic Federation



-. Doc. No.: XIX-J-1-J, Észak_Korea, 1945-1964, 1 Doboz, 1951,
002548

-. Title: Tasks and internal situation of the Hungarian Embassy
in Pyongyang

-. Date: November 17, 1951.

-. Contents: Details of the visit of Hungarian Women's
Democratic Federation’s delegation to North Korea. The
welcome of North Korean Women's Democratic Federation
towards the visit of Hungarian Democratic Women’s Federation.

Documents related to the activities of 
Hungarian Women’s Democratic Federation



-. Doc. No.: XIX-J-1-J, Észak_Korea, 1945-1964, 7 Doboz, 1951,
002552

-. Title: Pak Den Aj’s visit

-. Date: November 17, 1951.

-. Contents: The Ambassador of the Hungarian Embassy in N.K visits Pak
Den Aj. Pak Den Aj comments on the Hungarian Democratic Women’s
Federation's visit to N.K. The Hungarian Women's Democratic Federation’s
delegation made a good impression on the Korean people. Most of N.K's
back-end tasks are currently left to women, and for this reason, Kim Il-
sung praised women in a speech on August 14.

Documents related to the activities of 
Hungarian Women’s Democratic Federation



-. Doc. No.: XIX-J-1-J, Észak_Korea, 1945-1964, 1 Doboz, 1951,
002550

-. Title: Visit a tobacco and textile factory

-. Date: November 17, 1951.

-. Contents: Report on the Hungarian Democratic Women's federation's visit to
a tobacco factory and textile factory in North Korea. The manager of the
tobacco factory manager told, that the factory was set up by Japan, and after
the liberation of North Korea, the Japanese previous owner destroyed
everything could not bring to Japan. The silk factory also suffered many bombs
but has now been restored to the point where it can employ 500 workers. The
machines are very primitive, and most of the workers are young girls.

Documents related to the activities of 
Hungarian Women’s Democratic Federation



-. Doc. No.: XIX-J-1-K, Észak_Korea, 1945-1964, 6 Doboz, 1951,
166. Biz. Pol.1951

-. Title: The work of the Korean Women's Democratic Federation and the role of women in the pre-liberation period

-. Date: December 01, 1951.

-. Contents: Li Gen Hu introduced the leaders of the foreign affairs delegation in Pyongyang about the Korean Women's
Democratic Federation. On September 18, 1945, the North Korean Women's Democratic Federation was established as the
first independent women's organization in North Korea. In South Korea, it was established in December 1945. In October
1946, North Korea legislated women's equal rights. On January 19, 1951, the Women's Democratic Federation was
systematically integrated. In South Korea, delegated local committee members still carry out the work. There is contact
between South Korea and North Korea in this area, but it is not active. The number of members is 1.5 million in North
Korea and 1.2 million in South Korea. Since 1946, the Korean Women's Democratic Federation has been a member of the
International Women's Democratic Federation. The Italian and Hungarian Women's Democratic Federation sent support
funds to the Korean Women's Democratic Federation. The number of women participating in productive activities tripled
in 1949 compared to 1946. Presentation on production participation activities was followed. The top priority of the Korean
Women's Democratic Federation is women's political growth and participation in productive activities. The Korean
Women's Democratic Federation works closely with the War Victims Support Committee and the Youth Federation.

Documents related to the activities of 
Hungarian Women’s Democratic Federation



-. Doc. No.: XIX-J-1-K, Észak_Korea, 1945-1964, 6 Doboz, 1954,
07280-03

-. Title: Korean Women’s Federation National Conference

-. Date: September 24, 1954.

-. Contents:
On August 17, 1954, the national conference of the Korean Women's ㄹFederation was
held at the Moranbong Theater (Morambon színház). Attendance came from the Soviet
Union, China, Poland, Romania, Albania, West Germany, East Germany, Mongolia, South
Korea, and Vietnam. Representatives from the International Women's Federation and the
UK and Denmark also attended. Kim Il-sung and Pak Den Aj also attended. Pak Den Aj's
presentation topics: 1. Foreign and political issues, 2. Domestic political issues, 3. Situation
and tasks of the North Korean Women's Federation (completing the three-year national
economic plan, interest in childcare, aid to the People's Army and Chinese Volunteer
Forces, modification of the works of basic organization, struggle against US imperialists
and Syngman Rhee cabal).

Documents related to the activities of 
Hungarian Women’s Democratic Federation



-. Doc. No.: XIX-J-1-J, Észak_Korea, 1945-1964, 1 Doboz, 1955,
002176-01

-. Title: Relationship between the North Korean Embassy in
Budapest and the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs

-. Date: July 4, 1955.

-. Contents: The North Korean Embassy in Budapest requested
the Hungarian Workers' Party, the Hungarian Women's
Democratic Federation, and materials on the Hungarian World
Union from the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Documents related to the activities of 
Hungarian Women’s Democratic Federation



Various Hungarian media materials related to the 
activities of the Hungarian Women's Democratic 

Federation on it's visit to North Korea
-. Newspaper: Clarity (Világosság)

-. Date: October 11, 1951, 1. page

-. Contents: The members of the Hungarian women's
delegation that visited North Korea, who presented the
Hungarian people's gift of brotherhood to the Korean
people who fought so heroically for their freedom,
reported on the experiences of their trip to North Korea
at a press conference on Wednesday evening at the
National Center of the Hungarian Women's Democratic
Federation. Piroska Szabó, secretary of the Presidential
Council of the Hungarian People's Republic, Valéria
Benke, secretary of the National Peace Council, and
Kálmánné Szabó, deputy secretary general of the
Hungarian Women's Democratic Federation, appeared at
the press conference, among others.



Various Hungarian media materials related to the 
activities of the Hungarian Women's Democratic 

Federation on it's visit to North Korea
-. Newspaper: Free People (Szabad Nép)

-. Date: October 10, 1951, 3. page

-. Contents: The female workers of the factory
recently voluntarily extended their working hours in
order to give even more to the front. It happened
to them that when a cotton weaving factory
suffered severe flood damage due to the rain, they
went over there after working hours, saved the
cotton yarns and immediately respun them in their
own factory. It's a simple, everyday thing in Korea,
where every factory is fighting to win.
The other factory we visited: a tobacco factory. Due
to the destruction of the bombs, they produce only
a small part. Cigarette box gluing, which used to be
machine work, is now done by hand.



Various Hungarian media materials related to the 
activities of the Hungarian Women's Democratic 

Federation on it's visit to North Korea
-. Newspaper: People’s Word (Népszava)

-. Date: October 11, 1951, 3. page

-. Contents: János Bugár's report: a series of
facts. But these facts are louder than
anything else: they accuse with the words of
the mothers whose children were murdered,
with the words of the children who lost their
parents they call the murderers to the
corpses and with the word of truth they
proclaim that the sanguinary rampage of the
murderers is futile, the frenzied rage is futile,
"as long as one (North) Korean lives, (s)he
will fight struggle against the American
imperialists", proclaiming that Kim lr Sung's
people, fighting for justice, are invincible.



Various Hungarian media materials related to the 
activities of the Hungarian Women's Democratic 

Federation on it's visit to North Korea
-. Newspaper: Free Youth (Szabad Ifjúság)

-. Date: November 3, 1951, 4. page

-. Contents: „During the MNDSZ delegation's trip
to Korea, the Korean and Hungarian employees of
the Rákosi Mátyás Hospital in Korea are happy to
welcome the Hungarian women's delegation.”

„ We talked about Korean youth and the youth
association with the leaders of the youth
association. Kim Sung-suk, the beautiful black-
haired Korean girl, spoke. A strange fire burned in
his eyes, and he told the story of the great deeds
of a great young man, the fourteen-year-old
partisan Szon Kan Jon.”



Video materials related to the activities of the 
Hungarian Women's Democratic Federation:

Presents for North Korean children
In three weeks, more than fourteen million forints were
collected to help North Korean children. The Kató Hámák
Brigade of the women's clothing factory in Budatétény also
helps with the packing with volunteer work. Hungarian
workers use their forints to send warm clothes, medicine,
and candy to North Korean children who have suffered a
lot. We are responsible for all the children of the world,
white and black alike. The carefully prepared packages are
delivered from the central headquarters of the Hungarian
Women's Democratic Federation to the railway station. The
train carrying the donation of love was launched from the
western railway station. The Hungarian working women
warmly celebrated the members of the Korean and Chinese
embassies. Istvánné Vas, the Secretary General of the
Hungarian Women's Democratic Federation, stated that
with this train they will send not only medicine, bandages
and warm clothes, but also the warm love and compassion
of the Hungarian people to the North Korean children.



Video materials related to the activities of the 
Hungarian Women's Democratic Federation:

For support to North Korea
The Hungarian Women's Democratic Federation
ladies and the best employees of our plants
gathered at the western railway station to be
present at the launch of the second gift train to
North Korea. Anna Kara, a member of the
International Democratic Women's Federation,
said in her farewell speech, "We consider it our
duty to help the peoples fighting for freedom
and peace. The power of the peace camp
forced the American imperialists to negotiate
an armistice. We know that as long as the
armistice is not established, the North Korean
and Chinese soldiers are ready for war vigilance
must not decrease to any extent. That is why
the Hungarian people are sending a gift of love
to the heroic North Korean troops."



Video materials related to the activities of the Hungarian 
Women's Democratic Federation:

Report of the Women's delegation visited to North Korea
The Hungarian women's delegation that visited
North Korea gave a presentation to the press.
Jánosné Bugár, the head of the delegation, said
that they had seen Pyongyang in ruins,
destroyed by the murderous bombs of the
imperialists. The Hungarian delegation was
warmly welcomed wherever they went. They
visited the Hungarian doctors who are treating
the heroes of Korea who were wounded in the
war. The north Korean Women's Federation
held a meeting in one of Pyongyang's huge
bunkers, where our delegates spoke of the
brotherly sympathy of the Hungarian people.
The visit of the delegation deepened the
friendship between the two peoples.


